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The present study attempts to view ancient Germanic syntactic structure
as it is reflected in Gothic grammatical (i.e. morphological and partly syntactic)
patterns. In order to recover the oldest scheme, one may try to compare these
Germanic data to patterns of Indo-European syntactic structure as now
reconstructed on the basis of Hittite and other Northern and Southern (Luwian)
Anatolian languages, Mycenaean and Homeric Greek, Vedic Sanskrit, and other
ancient or archaic Indo-European languages.
Let us summarize briefly some of the chief conclusions arrived at in the
field of Indo-European syntax, while at the same time recalling the main stages
of this research.
The main result was anticipated more than a century ago by Wackernagel,
in his law according to which enclitics are put in the second position after the first
stressed word in an Indo-European sentence.1 On the one hand, this law shows
the importance of the second position in the sentence, insofar as many key
pronominal words2 and grammatical particles are placed there.3 On the other
hand, initial position in the sentence becomes relevant as well: for instance, the
verb may take this position if it is stressed or marked.
Subsequent research (particularly during the past four decades) has
shown that in many ancient Indo-European languages, especially those discovered in our century (such as Mycenaean Greek, Hittite, Palaic, Lydian,
Luwian-Lycian, the Old Novgorodian dialect of the birch-bark documents)
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Incidentally, this renders artificial a binary scheme that divides the sentence into two

phrases only, i.e. a nominal one and a verbal one; the enclitic group often refers to the sentence
as a whole, reproducing its main verb-actant structure, or even has a scope broader than a single
sentence — on the last point, cf. the remarks of Watkins, 1997, p. 613.

several enclitics may appear in series so as to form an entire chain. It becomes
possible to describe such series in terms of a rank-ordered grammar, assigning
each element a numerical code according to its place in the chain.4
Several important hypotheses have been based on a comparison between
the initial elements of the Hittite sentence that introduce such chains and the
deictic pronouns and conjunctions or preverbs found in the other Indo-European
dialects. In 1939, Sturtevant noted the resemblance of the Old Hittite
introductory conjunctions Íu and ta and the deictic pronouns *so- and *to-,
suggesting that original conglomerates of particles were fused together to give
rise to later personal pronouns of the third person, and connecting this to “the
tendency of the IE pronoun to stand at the head of its clause and to function as a
sentence connective in early Skt., Gk., and Gmc.”5 In connection to *to-, this idea
can be supported by data from other languages such as Slavic, and may be
considered to have been proven.6 A similar comparison was made
simultaneously half a century ago in 1947, by Miles Dillon and Ferdinand
Sommer (working independently of each other).7 They discovered the genetic
identity of the Hittite group consisting of an introductory element like nu- and a
following enclitic chain of particles (including pronominal words) and
corresponding Old Irish complexes consisting of a preverb (or some other
element) like no- and a following enclitic morph (usually pronominal). This
discovery was further discussed at the VIIIth International Congress of Linguists
in Oslo in 1957, by both Calvert Watkins and myself. We both developed this
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Melchert 1994a; cf. Dunkel 1992, pp. 164-165. A brilliant formal scheme for Old Russian has recently been suggested by Zaliznjak 1986, pp. 155-158; 1993, pp. 280-308; 1995, pp. 167-171. B y
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model in later works, arriving at the following formula for Indo-European
sentence structure:
I + E1 (+ E2 + ... + En) + ... + Vf
where I is an introducing element (such as a conjunction, a preverb or a relational noun that has become a preverb), Ex is an enclitic element (n ≤ 68 in Hittite
and some other languages), and Vf is a finite verbal form.9 (It can also be shown
that in the emphatic pattern, the position of the verb is inverted and it may
therefore become a realization of I, with the final position assigned to another
grammatical element.) Traces of this structure have been found not only in
Hittite (and all the other Northern and Southern Anatolian languages) and Celtic,
but also in Vedic, in archaic (i.e. Mycenaean and Homeric) Greek, in Tocharian
verbal constructions with pronominal enclitics, in Old Lithuanian reflexive forms
and pronominal adjectives, and in Slavic enclitic complexes.10 Accentological
studies have shown that in Indo-European (as also later in Slavic according to
Vasiljev-Dolobko’s law, and in some cases also in Greek), enclitic elements may
have become proclitics as well.11 More specifically, it has been shown that the
syntactic connectives *yo- and *’(e/o)-i- play a special role in such enclitic
complexes. Among later works on the subject, note in particular Josephson’s
contributions, demonstrating the functional equivalence of the Hittite enclitic
particle -kan and the Gothic preverb ga-.12
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The present study constitutes an attempt to understand Proto-Germanic
syntax in the light of these new concepts.13 The border between syntax and
morphology in archaic Germanic verbal structures has not been stable (compare
the use of preverbs or preposition-like adverbs in Modern German and Modern
English). Thus it becomes possible to deduce probable Proto-Germanic syntactic
structures from what has in part become a set of morphological patterns in the
Gothic verb. Synchronic rules describing the behavior and function of some
Gothic verbal constructions may lead to the reconstruction of diachronic
developments of ancient Indo-European syntactic rules. The claim is that these IE
syntactic patterns were reproduced in the sequencing of morphs in ProtoGermanic and later in Gothic.
There are two specific problems connected to particular features of the
Gothic texts. First, almost all of them are translations from Greek. Since the latter
has also preserved various old Indo-European enclitics as well as rules governing
their order, there is the possibility of some influence from the Greek original,
although in the language of the New Testament the ancient patterns of IE syntax
have been transformed under pressure from the hypothetical Aramaic
prototype of the text, and also for purely chronological reasons having to do
with the development of post-Classical Greek. If some turns of phrase in the
Gothic translation reproduce Greek enclitic complexes, one may suppose that
Greek played the role of a catalyzing influence (a factor that might explain some
differences between Gothic patterns and those of the other ancient Germanic
languages). But such patterns are mostly found in strictly syntactic enclitics,14
whereas the most characteristic Gothic structures are formally divergent from
Greek, as they concern verbal (and partly pronominal) morphology.15 Another
question that arises from the translational nature of the texts concerns their
bookish character. We know very little about conversational Gothic, only a few
such phrases having been discovered. Still, bearing in mind all of the differences
13
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between oral and written forms of language, one may hope that certain features
of oral language have been reproduced in some parts of the texts, as for instance
in the translations of Jesus’ direct speech.16
A specific phonemic feature is helpful in identifying certain Gothic enclitic
complexes purely from the point of view of their sound structure: several types
of internal sandhi changes are found mostly at the boundaries of elements
belonging to a group of former clitics.
The initial Indo-European chain of enclitic/proclitic particles is reflected in
the beginning of such Gothic complexes as: (1) ga-u-laubjats “do both of you (2
P. Dual.) believe” = pisteÊete (Mt. IX.28, in the beginning of an interrogative
sentence ), cf. Ku ga-u-laubeis du sunau gudis? “do you (2 P. Sg.) believe in the
Son of Man (/=God)” = sÁ pisteÊeiw efiw tÚn uflÚn toË yeoË, J. IX.35); (2) ga-u-OaseOi “Do you see anything?” = e‡ ti bl°peiw (Mk.VIII.23, an entire sentence
consisting of a single Gothic prefixed verbal form corresponding to three Greek
words); (3) ga-Kau-laubidedeiK mis “you would believe me” = §pisteÊete ín §mo¤
(J. V.46); (4) ga-K[=(u)h]-Kan-miK-sandidedum “we are (?) sending along with
(him)” = sunep°mcamen d¢17 met’ (2 C. VIII.18); (5) diz-uh-Kan-sat “seized” = e‰xen
“possessed”, Moulton 1978, p. 180 (Mk. XVI.8); (6) ni-u [negative plus
interrogative particle; in confirmation questions, expects a positive answer —
English isn’t it so that, French n’est-ce pas, German nicht wahr]18 (= oÈx, Mt. VI.26,
= oÈk, J. XI.40, in the beginning of a sentence); Kau ni-u wituK “Do you not
know” = áH égnoe›te, R. VII.1, at the beginning of a new chapter (with the Gothic
structured in a completely different way as compared with the Greek original,
where the privative preverb is attached to the verbal stem and fused with its
root); Kau[h] ni-u kunnuK “do you not realize” = µ oÈk §pign≈skete, 2 C. XIII.5,
at the beginning of a sentence); (7) ni-(u)h “and not” = Greek oÈd° (J. XV.4; Gal.
16
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II.3) ; (8) ni-K[=(u)h]-Kan + nauh-Kan-uh qam Jesus in weihsa “now Jesus had not
yet entered the village”19 = oÎpv d¢ §lhlÊyei ı ÉIhsoËw efiw tØn k≈mhn (J. XI.30, at
the beginning of a sentence);20 (9) ni-K[=(u)h]-Kat-ei sijaina fraiw Abrahamis,
allai barna “Nor because they are his descendants are they all Abraham’s
children” = oÈd’ ˜ti efis‹n sp°rma ÉAbraãm, pãntew t°kna (R. IX.7; beginning of the
sentence); (10) ni-s[=(u)h]-sijai “may this never be” = mØ g°noito (L. XX.16); this
is a separate sentence in which the final verbal form seems to be unstressed (as
was normal for Germanic and Indo-European) and which enters the enclitic
group, since there are no other words between the final verb and the initial
group; (11) (iK Iesus) uz-uh-hof augona iup “(and then Jesus) looked up = raised
his eyes” = (ı d¢ ÉIhsoËw) ∑ren toÁw ÙfyalmoÁw ênv (J. XI.41,21 after us-hofun
“they took away” = ∑ran in the preceding sentence); (12) us-nu-gibiK “then give”
= épodÒte (L. XX.25, beginning of direct speech); (13) uz-uh himina was Kau uzuh mannam “was it from heaven or from men” = §j oÈranoË ∑n µ §j ényr≈pvn
(Mk. XI.30, a prepositional nominal phrase22 structurally similar to verbal
complexes, cf. also uz-u waurstwam witodis “whether by observing the law” =
§j ¶rgvn nÒmou (Gal. III.2), with a completely different type of interrogative
structure in Greek; to uz-u compare also the similar structure in ab-u <
preposition af/b- + u, J. XVIII.34); (14) ub-uh-wopida “he called out” = ka‹
§bÒhsen (L. XVIII.38, at the beginning of a sentence; the structure is quite
different from the Greek original; cf. jah uf-wopida “and she exclaimed” = ka‹
énef≈nhsen, L. I.42; uf-wopida = énebÒhsen, L. IX.38).
It is possible to describe such Gothic complexes in terms of rank grammar.
In complexes with a single preverb, the first rank is assigned to the preverbs ga(1-4 above)/diz- (5 above)/us- (11-13 above)/uf- (14 above) and the sentence
negative ni- (6-10 above).
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Etymologically, ga- is identical to the archaic Latin com-/gon- < *kom that
is very often met with in a similar function, i.e. as a perfectivizing preverb in
verbal constructions, as in such archaic texts as the inscription of the collegium of
Faliscan cooks (CIL I2 364). The initial pretonic position accounts for the voicing
of the initial *k- > Gmc g-/ g- according to Verner’s law (the low tone
reconstructed for the IE enclitics/proclitics may be connected to voicedness,
according to a general phonetic principle). Initial position is also characteristic for
the corresponding element in Celtic, i.e. Old Irish con- corresponding to Latin
c/gom-; the same feature may also be reconstructed on the basis of archaic
prepositional phrases with the preposition kËn/kË23 in Proto-Slavic. In partly
comparable verbal constructions a similar word order is found in some later
dialects of Northern Anatolian, as with Lydian kan-tro-.24 But in Hittite, as in
Vedic, the position of this perfectivizing particle in an enclitic chain is always final:
Hittite nu-kan = Vedic nú-kam, cf. Greek nÊ ken,25 Old Hittite Íu-kan = Vedic sú23

On the prepositional phrases that preserve the final vowel (Russian k nemu “to him” < *k Ë n

jemu) cf. Hill 1977.
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117-120; on sú see Klein 1982. Vedic combinations follow another unstressed word: VíΩˆor nú kam
vîríâˆi prá vocam “I will now proclaim the heroic powers (feats) of Vishnu” (RV I.154.1a — a
line with an archaic anagrammatic reproduction of the initial v[i]- of Vishnu’s name,
Elizarenkova 1989, p. 638). The place of nu in the Vedic sentence is always second comparable to
that in Greek and also in Germanic (see on Gothic nu below). But this addition to the IndoEuropean pattern so strictly preserved in Hittite might have been caused by a later development, see some examples of the apparent rearrangement of the particles ken and én in Greek, as
studied by C. J. Ruijgh. A completely untenable position seems to be that held by George Dunkel,
who suggests, in his study of these two particles, that they reflect two different words, one of
which is represented by Vedic kam = Hittite kan, and another (with different meaning) by
Gothic ga- and Latin com- (Dunkel 1990, pp. 115-122).

kam. Hittite has the element kan between a preceding noun in the DativeLocative case and a following postposition anda: {NDAT-LOC + kan"+ anda}, cf. the
Vedic construction of a noun in the Dative with a postposed tonic kám. To the
latter one can compare the final position of Latin -cum in the archaic prepositional
constructions me-cum “with me”, te-cum “with you” and Umbrian vuku-cum “at
the grove (Abl.)”.26 The latter cases show an inverted word order in comparison
to nearly synonymous Slavic constructions like Russian k roÍÇe “to the grove”. It
can be suggested that the Indo-European particle/adverbial element *kom could
be used both as an enclitic or as a proclitic. Each of the dialects or dialectal groups
developed either predominantly enclitic final position of this morph in a chain of
particles, as in Hittite, or an initial one as in Gothic. But despite such differences in
the order of elements, it is possible to reconstruct an Indo-European prototype
such as *kom + (... +) *so’- “to see (perfective aspect)” for a combination like
Gothic ga-saiOan “seen” (ga-saiOanane, 2 C. IV.18 = blepÒmena) = Hittite -kan +
(katta) Íakuwai-, in an archaic Middle Hittite poetic text: nu-kán DUTU-uÍ ne-písa-az kat-ta Ía-ku-wa-it “and the God of the Sun looked down from the sky”
(The Song of Ullikummi, I Table, A IV 33; reconstruction after Güterbock).
A Germanic-Celtic-Baltic (Old Lithuanian) isogloss (possibly based on a
common preservation of an archaism) is constituted by the use of the negative
*n‰/*nê-27 as an introductory (sentence) negative, after which enclitic particles
follow. This use was also possible in Vedic and Mycenaean Greek, but Hittite and
Anatolian in general shows an innovation (Hittite na-tta may begin a sentence
with enclitics following it, but the negative itself is probably an old compound).
Among Gothic enclitic elements, the interrogative particle -u-28 has an
exact correspondence in Vedic u “and, also” and Homeric Greek aÔ.29 Gothic -nuis used in the second position (12 above), as in many cases in Baltic (Latvian nu),
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Vedic, Arcado-Cypriote (Ù-nu) and Phrygian,30 Tocharian A pat nu (versus Hittite
nu-pat, and in an identical Baltic combination: Old Lithuanian nuo-pat). This
element *n-u/o usually introduces sentences in Hittite and verbal complexes in
Old Irish and Balto-Slavic (where in Lithuanian it may be both enclitic and
proclitic); see below on the Gothic construction with an enclitic verb or noun.
Gothic -O a- (2 above) preserves its connection to an interrogative/indefinite (originally perhaps relative) pronoun, but at the same time can be
compared to enclitic particles in different Indo-European languages (cf. the
prehistory of Gothic -uh, particularly in combinations like ni-h < *ne-’e31 =
Latin ne-que). After analyzing the data, Gonda came to the conclusion that “an
indefinite Oa- and the complementary-corresponsive -(u)h developed into Oazuh
‘everybody’, the more so as in other cases this pronoun may be taken to
represent an ‘if somebody’ ... If the Hittite kuiÍki ‘somebody’ really contains ki <
’e ... it may perhaps be considered a parallel”.32 In Old Hittite the pronoun kuimay be put into the unstressed position. In Palaic and Luwian a related element
kuwa- serves as an enclitic. The same Indo-European and Proto-Germanic
syntactic structure,33 with the second element derived from the Indo-European
relative/interrogative *’ o-, is also reflected in some Gothic compound
pronominal forms, as (15) Kis-Oad-uh (+ Kad-ei) gaggis “wherever you go” =
˜pou §ån ép°rx˙, Mt. VIII.19/+ K-ei gaggaiK “whenevever you enter” = ˜pou §ån
efiw°lyhte efiw ofik¤an, Mk. VI.10); (16) Kis-Oah ( + Kat-ei “whatever” = ˘ §ãn, Mk.
VII.11); (17) Kis-Oar-uh (+ K-ei “whenever” = ˜pou ên, Mk. IX.18; = ˜pou §ãn
“wherever”, Mk. XIV.9); (18) Kis-Oaz-uh (Kis-Oad-uh + ei “whomever, anyone”
= ˜ti ˘w ên, Mk. XI.23, at the beginning of a syntactic phrase; cf. Oaz-uh
“everyone” + sa-ei “everyone who” = pçw ı, at the beginning of a sentence: L.
XX.18); Kis-Oamme-h + sa-ei “whomever” = ˘w ... ên, Mk. IV.25; jah Kis-Oamme-h
K-ei “and to anyone” = ka‹ ⁄ §ãn, L. IV.6); Kis-Oano-h sa-ei “whomever” = ˜stiw
30
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ên, Mt. X.33), (19) Kata-Oah “whatever” = ˘ §ãn, J. XV.7 (cf. Kat-uK[=h]-Kan “this”
= toËto, 1 Tim. II.3, where the Gothic text seems to add another emotional shade
to the beginning of the sentence); (20) sa-Oaz-uh sa-ei “whoever” = ˘w §ãn, L.
IX.48 (cf. the same construction with +nu inserted in the middle: Mt. X.32); (21)
du-Oe “why” (Mt. IX.4; at the beginning of a sentence in the interpolation in L.
IX.43) and parallel du-Ke/du-h-Ke/du-K-Ke < du-uh-Ke “for that reason” = diå
toËto, 1 Tim. I.16; J. VI.65, at the beginning of Jesus’ direct speech/+ ei after a
Vocative, L. I.13; cf. also bi-Oe “how” = katå t¤, L I.18, at the beginning of a direct question).
The Indo-European pronominal stems in *t- as reflected in Gothic in 15-19
and *so- (Runic sa-) as in 20 are related to sentence-introducing elements in Old
Hittite, Baltic (Old Lithuanian) and Slavic, and Celtic; in Anatolian, cf. Old Hittite
Í-, ta- as sentence-introducing words, and in Celtic, note Gaulish s o - in
demonstrative function: so-sin nemhton, so-sin celicnon.34 The initial j a - in
Gothic (cognate to Runic ja[h]) is found in (22) ja-h “and, also” = ka¤ (as most
frequently),35 23) ja-d-du/ja-h-du “and to” (2 C. II.16, at the beginning of a
syntactic phrase that starts with ka¤ in Greek; cf. jaKKe < ja-h-Ke “either or”), (24)
ja-u, interrogative word (J. VII.48, at the beginning of a direct question after sai).
Gothic ja- is genetically identical to a similar initial element (from the relative
pronoun *yo-36) in Mycenaean Greek (j)o-, Phrygian (iow), and Balto-Slavic
(Latvian Debitive, Proto-Slavic *jakË = Hit. ya-kku = Gothic jah37), probably also
in Southern Anatolian (Luwian a-), whereas in Northern Anatolian (Hittite) and
Tocharian A, comparable conjunctions are always enclitic, as also with BaltoSlavic pronouns in constructions with adjectives equivalent to those which are
found in Vedic. The sequence of Gothic ja-h + enclitic verb in (25) jal/jah liban
“and to live = life” = ka‹ toË z∞n (2 C. I.8) is identical to the type of Mycenaean
34
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Greek jo-do-so-si. The same type of enclitic verb is present in Gothic (26) Oa nuk[=h]-kant “how do you know” = t¤ går o‰daw (1 C. VII.16, in the beginning of a
sentence with obligatory second position for nu, see above), identical to the
pattern of Old Hittite nu-maldaßßun “I prayed”, Old Irish no.feidtis, Old Church
Slavonic ny-imatË, see above on the position of *nu- as a first element and the
change occurring in Vedic and Hittite. In the position after the introductory *yoor *nu-, an enclitic noun may be used both in Gothic — (27) ja-b[=h]-brusts “and
your affection (literally breast)” = ka‹ tå splãgxna (2 C. VII.15) — and in Old
Hittite — nu-Íakuwa-tet “and your eyes”.
The enclitic position of the verb after an introductory pronoun related to
Indo-European *to- is clear in cases like Kat-ist “in other words = that is” = toËt’
§stin (R. IX.8, at the beginning of a sentence); comparable facts can be found in
Old Russian conversational speech.38
If the verb is put in initial position, the enclitic elements follow it according
to Wackernagel’s law39: (28) was-uK[=-uh]-K an Iohannes gawasiKs taglam
ulbandaus “John wore (= was dressed in) clothing made of camel’s hair” = ∑n d¢
ÉIvãnnhw §ndedum°now tr¤xaw kamÆlou (Mk. I.6, at the beginning of a sentence; here
and in the following examples a loan-translation from the Greek seems
probable)/was-uh Kan hulundi “it was a cave” = ∑n d¢ spÆlaion (J. XI.38, at the
beginning of a sentence); (29) wesun-uK[=uh]-Kan “were (present)” = ∑san d°
(Mk. VIII.9, at the beginning of a sentence; Greek influence seems possible here);
(30) sijaiK-Kan “let it (the word)” = ¶stv d° (Mt. V.37, initial position); (31)
bidjandans-uK-Kan “(while) praying” = proseuxÒmenoi d° (Mt. VI.7, sentenceinitial). The closest parallels are presented by Tocharian enclitics following a verb
and Old Lithuanian reflexive verbs without a prefix. The same behavior at the
beginning of a sentence is exhibited by predicate nouns with modal meaning:
(32) skuld-u ist “is it permitted (lawful, right)” = ¶jestin (Mk. XII.14); in this case
the structure differs from the Greek original. A pronominal adjective can also
combine with following enclitics: (33) sumz-uK[=h]-Kan “another” = ˘w d° (1 C.
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Zaliznjak 1985, pp. 154-158.
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On the different cases in which -uh is used after a verbal form, see the analysis in Klein,

Condon 1993, pp. 6-8, 13 a.o.

XI.21 A).40 From a purely formal point of view, such a structure combining an
adjective with an enclitic (see also the participle in 31 above) can be compared to
the Balto-Slavic pronominal adjectives; for them also a semantic parallel may be
found in Germanic.41
This archaic system — practically identical to the dialectal Indo-European
one — coexists with another, which is characterized by the possibility of having
two preverbs in sequence according to cyclic rules, as in Hittite, Balto-Slavic and
Celtic. In preverb combinations, including privative un- and ja-h- with a
following -ga-, the latter becomes enclitic: (34) faura-ga-sandida “I was sending”
= ¶pemca (2 C. IX.3); (35) un-ga-saiOanamma “invisible” = éorãtƒ (1 Tim. I.17);
(36) ni fairweitjandam Kizei ga-saiOanane, ak Kizei un-ga-saiOanane; unte Ko
ga-saiOanona riurja sind, iK Ko un-ga-saiOanona aiweina “So we fix our eyes
not on what is seen, but on what is unseen. For what is seen is temporary, but
what is unseen is eternal” = mØ skopoÊntvn ≤m«n tå blepÒmena éllå tå mØ
blepÒmena: tå går blepÒmena prÒskaira, tå d¢ mØ blepÒmena afi≈nia (2 C. IV.18);
(37) jag-ga-traua “and believe (trust)” = ka‹ p°peismai (R. XIV.14). For the
combination un-ga- one may suggest a semantic parallel in Celtic: cf. OI ni-con-,
with the same relationship between the negative and a preverb that can be
traced back to an IE particle.
Thus, in many of the cases cited above, a verbal complex appears in
sentence-initial position, reminiscent of the original syntactic patterning in IndoEuropean. In certain other cases, a similar structure is reproduced only at the
morphological level, where the scope of the rules is no longer the sentence, but a
verbal phrase or an individual verbal form. Still, the etymologies of the
constituents together with the pattern as a whole prove the Indo-European
origin of these constructions.42

40

Cf. on sumaih Kan"“and some” in J. VII.44: Klein 1994, p. 272.

41

Wijk 1935; Haudry 1981.
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This article represents an expanded version of an invited lecture presented at the Berkeley

Germanic Linguistics Roundtable, University of California, Berkeley, April 3 1998. For various
comments and suggestions, the author is indebted to the Berkeley audience and to those who
read the paper in draft form, in particular to Irmengard Rauch and Brent Vine.
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